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IMI Precision Engineering is a world-leader in fluid and
motion control. Building close, collaborative relationships
with our customers, we gain a deep understanding of
their engineering needs and then mobilise our resources
and expertise to deliver distinctive products and solutions.
Wherever precision, speed and engineering reliability are essential,
our global footprint, problem-solving capability and portfolio of high
performance products enables us to deliver GREAT solutions which help
customers tackle the world’s most demanding engineering challenges.
> Reliability
We deliver and support our high quality products through our 			
global service network.
> High performance products
Calling on a world-class portfolio of fluid and motion control products
including IMI Norgren, IMI Buschjost, IMI FAS, IMI Herion and IMI Maxseal.
We can supply these singly, or combined in powerful customised
solutions to improve performance and productivity.
>	Partnership & Problem Solving
We get closer to our customers to understand their exact challenges.
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A local service
in 75 countries

We help you achieve your goals by working
with you as a partner, not just a supplier. Our
dedicated rail team is connected worldwide to
ensure close, continuous support no matter
what the size and extent of your organisation.
We have the reach and capability to work
alongside you on complex, global projects or
to simply offer local spare part supply.

Delivering expertise, solutions
and value to the rail sector
For over 30 years, IMI Precision Engineering has delivered robust, reliable and bespoke solutions to
the rail sector.
Our products continue to give millions of miles of reliable
service across the world’s most challenging environments, from
the cold of China and Eastern Europe to Australian outback
heat.
With a true understanding of the daily issues faced by rail
operators and original equipment manufacturers, we design for
the precise needs of the rail industry, at:
> Temperatures ranging from -40°C (-40°F) to +80°C (+176°F)
> Voltage tolerances of +/- 30%
> EN 61373 category 1 class A and B vibration resistance

We talk extensively to maintenance professionals and work
closely with rail engineers to ask the questions they ask. That
means we can offer customised, practical solutions to the
metro, intercity, high-speed, freight and permanent-way rail
industries, covering:

North
America

UK
Fradley, Bristol,
Leeds, Poole &
Gateshead

USA
Seattle
USA
Littleton

Europe
CZECH REPUBLIC
Brno

Asia

GERMANY
Alpen

> Air preparation equipment
> Brake sub-systems and components

CHINA
Shanghai

MEXICO
Queretaro

Africa

> Coupling control systems
> Door and step systems
> Pantograph control systems

South
America

> Water control systems
By listening and responding to your specific challenges, we
help you make significant improvements and savings in terms
of cost of ownership, energy efficiency, reduced maintenance
and more.

INDIA
Noida

Australia
BRAZIL
Sao Paulo

> Freight control and actuation

Sales & Service in 75 countries
IMI Precision Engineering sales, manufacturing and technical centres
IMI Precision Engineering sales locations
IMI Precision Engineering manufacturing locations
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Urban transportation solutions
Decades of insight into the challenging
conditions faced by rail operators in and
around the cities of the world, mean the
solutions we offer answer your pressing,
practical need for more reliability, better
performance and efficiency, and lower
cost of ownership.

Pantograph controls
and actuators
Regulators
Horn control valves

Fire & smoke retardant
Nylon tubing for
ancillary applications

Light weight reusable
compression fittings
for rigid piping

Pressure switches

Brass pushin fittings
for ancillary

Pantograph
foot pumps

applications

Pressure
regulators

Auto coupling
controls and
actuators
Main line
compressor
filtration and
dryers

Brake system valves

3rd rail shoe
controls
and actuators
Isolation and
drain valves

Suspension
system
components

External Pneumatic
door actuation &
control systems
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Regional & high-speed
transportation solutions
All our rail products are designed to
perform dependably in environmental and
operational extremes meaning less revenue
lost from downtime due to maintenance.

Fire & smoke
retardant Nylon
tubing for ancillary
applications

Pantograph controls
and actuators
HVAC Pressure
Protection Controls
And Actuators

Light weight reusable
compression fittings
for rigid piping

Horn control
valves

Pressure switches

Minimum
Pressure
Valves
Mirror Control
Systems

Brass push-in
fittings for ancillary
applications

Pantograph
foot pumps

Pressure
regulators

Pneumatic and
electric internal and
toilet door systems

Auto coupling
controls and
actuators
Suspension
system
components

Isolation and
drain valves

Points control
- Actuators &
Control

Sanding System
Components
Air accumulators
for braking
systems

Pneumatic Step
Systems
Brake system
valves

Main line compressor
filtration and dryers

Toilet and water
control systems
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Freight transportation solutions
Working in partnership with customers
means we can produce bespoke designs to
suit your individual challenge – the solution
you get is always right for you.

Brass push-in fittings &
nylon tubing for ancillary
Solenoid valves

Pressure regulators
& minimum
pressure valves

Low power
solenoid valves

Manual And Remote
Control Systems for
Bottom Discharge
Door Systems And
Top Hatches

Light weight reusable
compression fittings
for rigid piping

Filters and
y strainers

Retarder cylinders

Isolation and
drain valves

Pressure switches
and regulators for
ecp brake systems
and remote control
discharge systems

Customised
actuators for
bottom discharge
door systems and
top hatches

Air accumulators
for braking systems
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Global testing
and validation
We fully understand the challenges, standards and specifications that matter to the daily
operations of the rail industry. We are well used to designing high-quality products with
close regard to temperature range, voltage tolerance, vibration resistance, and safety
requirements.
We work closely with our customers to achieve tailored
solutions. During development and testing, the focus is placed
on designing products that can withstand anticipated loads and
consistently perform their tasks. It is this thorough and detailed
testing and validation in accordance with the relevant standards
that reduces early failure of components. In addition, a
comprehensive valuation under realistic conditions helps avoid
high consequential costs caused by failures of components in
the end application.

Prototyping and material laboratories are additional, important
resources that contribute to our targeted and rapid product
development.

Complete product testing and valuation is done in our stateofthe-art testing centres.

Frequency: 5 – 3000 Hz

The laboratories have an extensive range of test equipment,
operated by a neutral expert team working independently
of the development departments. Their experience and
expertise enables quick implementation of tests, the design
of test programs tailored to the needs of real applications and
operating conditions in the various sectors, and a guarantee of
the neutrality and accuracy of test results.
We have extensive experience in the field of environmental
simulation, with a focus on climate, temperature, thermal
shock, corrosion, vibration and mechanical shock.

Flow measurement ranges: 0.05 l/h to 4000 m³/h
Test pressures: Up to 1000 bar
Volumetric flows: Up to >900 m3/h
Temperatures: -80°C to +220°C
Max. Acceleration: Up to 100 g
Specific tests we undertake for the rail sector include:
> EN 45545
> EN 50155
> EN 50121-3-2
> DIN 5510-2
> EN 61373
> NFPA 130
> EN 60068

Rail door and step solutions
Customised door
actuation and control.

Quality assurance you can rely on:

> EN 60529

> Wide temperature range -40°C to +80°C

> EN 50121-3-2

We have delivered innovation
and performance to the rail
door market since 1987. We
currently have over 17,000
interior door systems, and
more than 24,000 exterior
door actuation and control
systems, installed on rail
cars all over the world - from
siemens’ desiro and ice fleets
to shanghai’s transrapid
maglev train.

> Environment humidity: 95%

> IEC 61508

> System life time: >30 years

> EN 14752

> Shock and Vibration: EN 61373

> EN 50125-1

> Fire and smoke: DIN 5510, NF F16-101,
EN 45545

> EN 50155

> Voltage: 24 to 110 VDC +/- 30%
> Door closing time: 4 sec
> Door opening time: 2 sec

> EN 50126
> EN 50128
> EN 50129
> IRIS Certified
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External door systems
> Special pneumatic/electric actuation and control systems
> Safe, reliable and secure operation
> Interlocking and feedback drive systems
> Extended cushioning and increased side load stability
> Entrapment protection
> Many years of proven reliability and safety in Metro, EMU and
HST applications globally

Internal door systems
> Special manual, pneumatic & electric actuation, with
integrated control system
> Safe, reliable and secure operation
> Interlocking and feedback drive systems
> Fire and smoke compliant
> Entrapment prevention
> Smooth, quiet design, with variable speed drive
> Solutions for new and existing train carriages to reliably fit
into the same space as the previous design

Curved door systems
> Electric and pneumatic curved actuator system
> Curved guiding profile
> Maximises limited space with telescopic, synchronised opening
> Field serviceable design
> Locking system and emergency access override
> Robust guiding, low maintenance costs and easy replacement
> Meets TSI PRM 2008/164/EC legislative requirements for
disabled access

Door control valve systems
> Modular valve assemblies
> Easy replacement of existing systems
> Quick installation and maintenance
> Reduction in downtime
> Custom designs to suit specifications

Curved door system
helps operating company
conform to legislation
case study
A national train operating
company needed to
modernise their existing
toilet door solution to ensure
they complied with PRM TSI
2008/164/EC legislation
regarding disabled access.

We developed an innovative curved
actuation solution that provided
synchronised, telescopic door operation,
either electrically or pneumatically.
The solution incorporated a locking
system and emergency access override,
and complied with all standard rail door
specifications including obstacle detection.

The result was an increased aperture
when the doors were opened, allowing for
better wheelchair access, with push-button
operation making it easier for disabled
passengers.
The application-specific solution fully met
the needs of the customer, and ensured
compliance with all current and future
legislation regarding disabled access.
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Sliding step system greatly
reduces safety risk on
underground trains
case study
An underground train
operator faced the problem
of an excessive gap between
the train door and platform,
which created a safety risk for
passengers. What’s more,
the gap between the
doors and platform was
not consistent, and varied
between stations.

Retractable step control
We provide door step actuation systems for the world’s leading
companies. Our customised solutions, based on sliding and
rotary actuation, ensure complete reliability, durability and
safety.
> Door step actuation for Mainline and High Speed trains
> Special pneumatic cylinder
> Slide and rotary actuation options catered for
> Compact, robust construction
> Optional integrated interlocking function
> Resistant to harsh environments
> Integrated with train framework

The customer therefore required a variable
step, which would fit the gap at any station.
The solution also needed to fit within a very
restricted space beneath the existing door
system.
Our engineers developed a range of
cushioned, telescopic cylinders that could
be mounted below the existing door
system. By applying a set pressure, this
cylinder system would fill the gap between
train and platform regardless of the gap
width.

Due to the strict envelope size, our
solution used only 50% of the space of a
traditional step system. It included all the
required standard safety features, such as
obstacle detection, and was able to be fully
integrated into the existing door control
system.
This solution exactly matched the specific
needs of the customer and provided a
more reliable – and far safer – door step
system for train passengers.
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Filtration systems
Robust and reliable air preparation
equipment

Engine-driven air compressors used on rail vehicles are known
to pass significant amounts of oil and carbon deposits into
compressed air systems.

As the inventor of the automatic airline
lubricator in 1927, we have a deep insight
into the air preparation problems facing
many industries, especially rail.

Our multi-stage filtration system – now fitted to vehicles
throughout the world – has resulted in significant improvements
in particulate and oil removal, leading to better durability and
reliability, and significant savings for operators on installation
and maintenance costs.
> 	Excellent filtration performance ensures reliability
of downstream components and systems
> 	Modular system
> 	Pre-assembled package minimises installation time
> 	Optional visual or electric service life indicator
> 	Manual or automatic drains for filters and condensate tanks.
Automatic units can be electrically or pilot operated
> 	40 micron and 5 micron filters for bulk water and
solid particulate removal
> 	Coalescing filter for oil/water aerosol removal and
sub micron particulate removal
> 	Carbon filter for oil vapour removal. Oil and
particles removed from downstream – ISO 8573-1
> 	Easy installation and maintenance
> 	Cost effective over the full lifecycle

Multi stage
filtration

Oil-free compressed air
for auxiliary rail systems,
brakes and door equipment
case study
Rolling stock owners have encountered
major reliability problems with their vehicles
due to the engine driven compressor
constantly passing oil further down the
vehicle to the sub systems.

40 micron

Carbon filter
element

The large amounts of oil, carbon and water produced by the
engine-driven compressor enter the vehicle system, causing
failures that affect a train's reliability and safety.
This reliability problem has a major impact on running costs due
to increased maintenance and vehicle system failures, which can
range from £25 to £1,000 per minute in out-of-service costs.
In response, our UK Technical Team, together with a Rail
Approval institution, developed a four-stage filtration system
to remove the oil and water being carried to the vehicle sub
systems.
This system has been proven to be successful and the customer
has asked for it to be incorporated into its fleet of 660 vehicles.
We exceeded customer expectations by offering a bespoke
solution that met budgetary costs, as well as delivering a short
installation time, which resulted in vehicle trials commencing
sooner.

5 micron

The ‘oil carry over’ solution gives the customer true added value,
with extended lifecycle costs, and a payback on investment
within one year.

Coalescing
filter element
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AMT rail dryers
Compressed air dryers
with patented AMT
technology.
Our revolutionary air dryers
offer outstanding levels of
performance and reliability –
a step change in the use of
compressed air applications
in the rail sector.

With a life span of six years – significantly
more than even the best performing
alternatives – our patented Adsorbent
Media Tube (AMT) dryer marks a significant
advance over both desiccant and
membrane systems, effectively taking their
best features while eliminating
the flaws.
Vibration resistant and suitable for both
horizontal and vertical installation, the
result is a ‘fit and forget’ product which
dries better than any current solution.
This improves reliability, reduces unplanned
downtime and helps drive down the cost of
ownership.

Patented technology for improved
performance:
> Service life of up to 18,000 hours (six
years)
> Compact and flexible design,
horizontally or vertically mounted
> Typical dew point suppression of 40ºC
> Superior moisture uptake
> High energy efficiency
> Unaffected by saturation
> Faster regeneration
> Resistant to vibration
> No by-products produced

AMT dryer
media

Conventional
dryer media

Twin
AMT system

New technology keeps
compressed air drier longer
for New York city transit
case study
NYC Transit engineers noticed
that moisture in compressed
air was causing mechanical
problems on subway cars
downstream, including
preventing the brake trip valve
from resetting.

As opposed to conventional desiccant
beads (which, when water-saturated,
cannot be regenerated, causing the dryer
to fail), our AMT dryer uses a polymer to
form hollow tubes impervious to moisture.

They saw the performance of OEM
pressure swing dryers on the compressor
skids gradually decline – especially during
hot, humid New York summers.

We designed a test consisting of a
multi-stage filtration system that removes
particulate contaminants, liquid water and
oil aerosols, as well as the water vapour
removed by the AMT dryer.

This design delivers higher moisture uptake
and faster purging, without degrading the
dryer media, improving both performance
and longevity.

NYC Transit replaced the conventional
pressure swing dryers with these AMT
test units on a complete train – three
compressor skids – and ran them under
normal conditions.
After 12 months of operation in the
extreme temperatures and humidity of
New York City, test results showed that air
leaving the dryers was as dry as when the
system was first installed, with no decay or
reduction in its water removal capabilities.
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Pantograph control

High flow precision regulator
for pantograph systems
case study

Pneumatic pantograph control
systems.
With high-speed trains becoming faster,
pantograph systems are expected be more
responsive to height variations.

23

Precise
adjustment

Pantograph systems are expected to work
harder as train manufacturers continue to
develop faster trains. If the pantograph is
detached from the wire, arcing can occur,
reducing the life of the wire and carbon
strip.

We design and manufacture pneumatic systems that attach to
pantographs, and retract quickly, reliably and accurately from
the overhead power cables when required.
> Actuation and control solutions for raising and lowering
the pantograph

Our LR27H high flow precision regulator is a fast response,
high flow precision regulator, which enables the pantograph to
respond to the height variations on electric overhead lines.

> Precision regulation or proportional pressure valves used
to achieve constant contact

The pressure regulator is the heart of the pantograph system,
as it regulates and maintains the force of the carbon strip onto
the overhead wires.

> Use of valves, pressure switches, filters and regulators
for control panels
> Compact and modular control solutions
> Ability to work in both high and low temperatures (-40°C to
+80°C)

As the wires are mounted between supports, the pantograph
needs to extend and retract with the height variations of the
wires. The faster the train, the faster the reaction time needed.

> Tested for 400km/h trains to withstand external elements
and constant shock and vibration

It provides unrivalled performance, with a rapid, quiet and
stable operation, in a temperature range of -40°C to +80°C.

Quick
response

Low
hysteresis

> Optional “Auto Drop Down (ADD)” and “Over-reach”
contro functions

Compact
and modular

Integrated
manifold

Precision
regulation

Various
interfaces
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Water management
We can call on over three decades of
experience in supplying high performance
solenoid valves for water systems on
board rail vehicles. This includes buffet
and restaurant cars, drainage and sewage
systems, and toilet flushing applications.

Freeze protection
We have designed a valve to protect upstream piping and
components from freezing when vehicles are stationary in low
temperatures.
> Automatically drains on-board water systems when the
water temperature is close to freezing point
> Designed for endurance in the most demanding conditions
(-40°C to +80°C)

Bistro cars

> Highly responsive to temperature changes

Centralised control of freshwater supply and grey water
drainage of catering and restaurant applications

> Rapidly detects the water temperature, rather than the
ambient temperature, for improved accuracy and faster
response

>	Customised valves and control systems
>	Modular, space-saving design
>	Can be integrated with other systems

> Inlet pressure has no effect on thermal set point

>	Precise and safe control

> Low power consumption. No override heating element
required

>	Rapid fill and drain designs

> Very stable temperature set-point (>10 years)

Waste/grey water

> Easily retro-fitted into existing applications

External outlets of grey water and sewage
>	Special 2/2 pilot-operated valve, with pilot solenoid
>	Remains pressure-tight even during high pressure peaks in
tunnels or parallel to oncoming trains
>	Extremely reliable operation, even with contamination
>	+/- 30% Voltage tolerance and surge suppression eliminate
damage from power fluctuations and spikes
>	Simple installation
>	Optional fully integrated solutions
>	High flow for rapid drainage
>	Automatic operation replaces labour intensive
manual operation

Cartridge
solution for easy
maintenance

Toilet control
Pneumatic control of toilet flushing system
>	Integrated electro-pneumatic control system

Low power
consumption

>	Simplified, low cost design
>	Customised control systems and “Plug and Play” designs
>	Optional system monitoring, feedback and isolation
>	Reduced water consumption
>	Single flush and dual flush designs
>	Optional CAN interface

Automatic drain
valve with
override

High life
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Mirror control
We have supplied the global rail sector with complete
rear view mirror and control systems for more than 10
years.
Fitted to both sides of a train, and used to allow the driver to
check movement of passengers in the train station, the mirror
retracts to the train body for protection once the train reaches
20kph.

New valve provides
ultimate in freeze protection
case study
Various systems on a
passenger train require a
water supply, from the buffet
car to the carriage toilets.
When a train is not in service
(overnight), water left in the
system can freeze, either
damaging the system or
preventing the train from
being started.

Components have been developed over
the years to automatically drain the water
when the train is out of service, if the
temperature falls towards zero. But many
of these systems are unreliable.
A rail operator had major reliability issues
with the current freeze protection system
on board their passenger trains. The
existing solution was slow to respond to
changes in temperature, as well as being
unreliable and difficult, and time consuming
to maintain.
Our solution combines our expertise
with that of IMI Heimeier (part of the IMI
Hydronic Engineering division of IMI Plc).

Pneumatically operated
mirror

Pneumatic/electric operated
mirror

Mirror control positioning

>	Fully adjustable and can be fixed in any
position

>	Pneumatic and electrically retractable
mirror, operated from driver’s dashboard

>	Force resistance at high speed

>	Smooth slow opening and closing
movement

>	Complete solutions including mirror
assembly with mechanism, pneumatic/
electric actuation and control

>	Fully integrated design

>	Rail temperature and vibration tested
>	Bespoke solution to suit individual needs
More accurate than the existing system,
it senses the water temperature, rather
than the ambient temperature of the drain
port.
It is easy to maintain due to the cartridge
design, which can be replaced without
disruption to the pipe work. It fits into
the existing envelope; performance is
independent of pressure variance; and,
as no heater is required, it consumes less
energy.
Using a rail-proven fluid solenoid valve, the
solution ensures a reliable and constant
performance over an increased lifetime.

>	Complete system, including the mirror
and controls

>	Special pneumatic actuator and controls
>	External speed and cushion adjustment
>	Wide temperature range
>	Highly reliable operation
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Rail fittings and tubing
Rigorously tested for shock and vibration,
extreme temperatures and salt spray
environments – and used extensively by the
world’s leading train builders and operators
– Our fittings are proven in the field with
over 30 years’ unblemished service.

Able to replace traditional steel, stainless steel and brass
compression fittings, our fittings and tubing are typically used
for main compressed air lines, pantographs, couplings, HVAC,
auxiliary systems, door controls and brakes.
Our brass and aluminium fittings come in a variety of shapes,
such as straight, elbow, tee, stem adaptor and elbow
connector. Special sizes and types are also available to
meet your individual needs.

Pneufit fittings
>	Suitable for flexible hose
>	Suitable for door systems and auxiliary equipment
>	Comprehensive range of shapes and sizes
>	4mm to 14mm / 1/8” to 1/2” tube diameters available
>	Quick, reliable and safe connection
>	Widely used in freight wagon applications

82 (A) and 83 (A) rail fittings
>	Quick, simple installation with no special assembly tools or
heat required – typical installation time saving: 20%
>	For use in areas of vibration
>	Low torque assembly settings
>	Pre-assembled units
>	Can be used again without damage to tube
>	Copes with tube misalignment of +/-4º
>	Wide range of sizes available from 6mm to 42mm and 1/8”
to 1” nominal bore (larger sizes available on request)

Push-on fittings
>	Ideal for fluid and vacuum applications
>	Comprehensive range of shapes and sizes
>	4mm to 14mm tube diameters available
>	Reliable and safe connection

>	Different pipe material can be used such as stainless steel,
brass, copper, aluminium, PU and nylon

Weight saving
61% compared
to brass
Corrosion
resistant

>	Fittings can be used with seam welded tubing
>	Temperature: -45ºC to +200ºC (Standard seal is suitable for
-45ºC to +150ºC, optional Viton for -30ºC to +200ºC )
>	Testing and Approvals: PED 97/23/EC, Shock & vibration
tested to EN 61373, salt spray tested to
ISO 9227-06
>	Corrosion resistant “AL2” alloy/brass/stainless

Fleetfit fittings
> Simple tube connection and disconnection –
no tools required
> Ease of tube insertion in areas of restricted access
> Internal tube support as standard for greater safety
> DIN & SAE approved for commercial vehicles
> Heavy duty brass construction

Shock and
vibration tested

Tubing
>	Fire and smoke resistant nylon tubing
>	Tube tested and conforming to the following standard:
> DIN 5510
> NF F 16-101
> EN 45545
>	Suitable for use with our Fleetfit vehicle fittings
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Coupling and nose cones
Our special cylinders and
customised control systems
for carriage coupling/
uncoupling are specifically
designed to deliver reliable
performance, reduce
complexity and size, and
meet low temperature needs.

Pneumatic components in
nose cones

Pneumatic components on
couplings

> Opening and closing actuators

> Control manifolds and actuation for
locking/unlocking function

> Special locking actuators including
integrated switches and one electrical
connector
> Valves or modular control unit including
filtration, pressure regulation and manual
valves

> Valve control and motion of the electric
head
> Valve control of telescopic coupler
shank

31

Nose cone/coupling manifold reduces
complexity and size, and meets low
temperature requirements
case study
The nose cones of high-speed trains must
open for coupling or decoupling. A global
designer and manufacturer of coupling
systems wanted to reduce the complexity
of the pneumatic circuits and the number
of components required to open the nose
cone.

They wanted an integrated pneumatic system that was modular,
compact and effective at low temperatures.
We designed a new locking cylinder to move the doors of the
nose cover. We combined existing valves, and other proven
components on a custom base plate, to create a single manifold
assembly that controls the entire nose cone coupling system - no
need to source multiple components from various suppliers.
The compact pneumatic platform can be configured to fit into
any nose cone design, with the easy-to-install integrated unit
eliminating extra wiring and tubing to make installation faster.
This pneumatic assembly operates at -40ºC, meeting a key highspeed rail requirement, and allowing the OEM to standardise
offerings across the globe.
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Freight systems
We provide standard and
customised products
that are purpose-built to
perform in heavy duty freight
applications, delivering years
of reliable operation in the
harshest environments.

AUTOSCAT is a single car air tester that can be simply carried
by one person to the wagon that needs to be tested. It is
connected to the wagon and an air supply, and simply by
pressing the start button, the tests are carried out automatically
while the operator performs visual checks.

Designed for the automated control of
freight top hatch and bottom doors, our
pioneering solutions provide safe, efficient
filling and unloading. They provide ease
of use and welcome flexibility for your rail
operation, as well as helping lower the total
cost of ownership.

The operator gets a visual indication of test passes or failures
on the front of the unit. Once complete, the unit is connected
to a PC, the data downloaded, and the information for each
test displayed in an easy-to-read report. This allows better
understanding and diagnosis of the recorded test information
for each wagon.
>	Reduce time taken to perform the overall operation

Wagon discharge automation Latching cylinders
systems
>	Able to positively lock a cylinder in the
> Special actuators and control system

Freight testing equipment.

‘in stroke’ and ‘out stroke’ position

Shutter cylinders for
locomotives

>	Reduce downtime costs incurred
>	Reduce human error
>	Increase daily test output

>	Control the opening and closing of
shutters as part of a temperature control
application

>	Reduce the size of the testing unit

> Heavy duty cylinders for discharge door
and top hatch operation

>	Safely and securely hold loads in place
in the event of air pressure loss or failure

> Customised mounting options

>	Manual override to allow manual
operation if compressed air not available

>	Fits into the existing envelope

>	Reduce manual handling

>	Easy to rebuild

>	Improve OH&S

>	Require only a single control valve to
fulfil all functions

>	Proven actuator technology

> Special purpose control valves
> Air preparation, including filters,
‘Y’ strainers, check valves, dryers,
regulators, isolation valves – drain valves
ensure reliable operation
> Improves freight handing efficiency and
safety
> Robust and reliable operation
> Lower total cost of ownership

>	Reduced components circuitry,
installation time and weight
>	Easy to install and maintain
>	Suitable for applications including freight
wagon top hatch and discharge doors,
‘clawlock’ points control, pneumatic
step control

>	Increase portability
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Latching cylinder protects
against failure on freight
wagon door systems
case study
A global freight car builder based in China
required a control system for top hatch
and discharge doors to protect against the
failure of the air supply system.
Our solution combines a customised heavy duty cylinder with
an integrated latch and manual override to lock the piston of
the door cylinder.
The latching cylinder is combined with other heavy
duty components as a complete kit – the integrated design
helps reduce component circuitry, installation time and weight.

RAIL

Finding parts that meet
tough rail requirements
case study
The mechanical room of a diesel-electric
locomotive can get hot. To prevent
overheating, louvres on the back of the
locomotive open up when a certain
temperature is reached.
The system works fine until the louvre control actuators extend
and won’t retract. This happens after repeated vibration – a
constant problem in rail environments – separates the piston
rod from the piston.
Changes in the supply chain were also making it more difficult
to find replacement actuators, increasing costs and wait times.
We supplied heavy-duty actuators with the pistons staked to
the rods, so they can’t come apart. These actuators meet the
same fit, form and function standards as the ones they replace.
Our rail products are certified to meet EN 61373 Category 1,
Class A and B vibration resistance standards, so no additional
testing or recertification was required.
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Auxiliary systems
Isolation and main circuit breakers

Horn control

Ball valves

Pneumatic components in main isolators

>	Manual, pilot and solenoid operated options

>	Opening and closing high voltage main isolation contactors

>	Double contact safety switch technology for feedback
to data logger

>	Valve can be used as 2/2 only, 2/2 with exhaust function,
3/2 full bore options available

> LPDA & LPRA ISO cylinders used for wide temperature
range with minimal leakage

>	High flow capacity

> Valves for -40ºC to +65ºC, with voltage tolerance of +/-30%

>	Reduced piping and installation time

> Potential to integrate cylinder and valve

>	No commissioning or adjustment time required

Pneumatic components in circuit breakers and trip
switches

>	Robust construction

>	Customised interface solenoid valves for fast, safe response

>	Shock and vibration tested to EN 61373, Category 1,
Class A and B

>	Valve is suitable for -40ºC to +65ºC and is based on proven
SIL 4 technology for added reliability and safety
>	Valve has extremely low leakage, even at -40ºC, and is
available in different voltages
>	Different interface configurations available
on request

>	-40°C to +70°C available

>	Virtually leak-free design
>	Handle can be rotated 180 degrees to suit left and right
hand mounting
>	Various handle options – Latch, Lock, Tee, Lever and
combinations
>	Can be in-line mounted or panel mounted
>	Optional monitoring switches
>	Wide temperature range from -40°C to +80°C
>	Shock and vibration tested to EN 61373, Category 1, Class
A and B
>	Pressure; 0...12 bar
>	Low operating forces
>	Robust, reliable and durable solution

HVAC
>	Prevents pressure shock waves on the ears of passengers in
high speed trains
> Customised actuators and solenoid valves close air inlet
rapidly when the train passes another or enters a tunnel
> Optional compact unit – with integrated valve, switch,
electrical and pneumatic connectors – helps to reduce
components and assembly
> Very fast reaction unit closing time <50ms

Sanding / lubrication
>	Reliable and accurate over a wide temperature range
(-40 to +80°C)
>	Customised solution with integrated valve technology and
pressure control
>	Proportional technology available for more accurate
and efficient sand distribution
>	Resilient against harsh underframe environmental conditions
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Suspension systems
Rail suspension systems are a notoriously
harsh environment. Our innovative valve
technology, boasting exceptional reliability
and safety credentials, is resilient to extreme
temperatures and designed for easy
installation and maintenance.
From mechanical to proportional
> Lever valves with integrated position sensors
> Proportional control valve technology, for easier suspension
setup and levelling during rail car commissioning
> Active filtering to allow air saving

Investing in the future
We are well aware of your responsibility
to satisfy legislation with regard to safety,
reliability, fuel efficiency and CO2 reduction.
Our solutions not only bring innovation and
technical excellence to the rail sector, they
also enable you to stay wholly compliant.

> Platform height control

LEGISLATION

> Tilting control

> Disabled access toilet door systems with curved option

> CAN interface

> Fire and smoke compliance to EN 45545 and NFPA 130

> Position feedback from shock absorber

ENVIRONMENT

> Easy replacement of existing shock absorbers
> Highly robust proportional control valve, suitable for
underframe mounting and harsh environment

> Natural gas conversion kit for diesel engines
> Cryogenic control technology for LNG tenders

> Rail industry proven

> UREA dosing to meet diesel engine exhaust fume legislations

> Cartridge proportional valve can be integrated into
customised manifold or customer-specific valve body

ENERGY SAVING

> Easy integration into train control system, allowing active
tilting and platform height control

> Waste-heat recovery technology
> Suspension levelling valve exhaust re-usage
> Electrification of pneumatic systems
> AMT dryer technology with heated tubes and purge
loss reduction to approx 6%, including over 6 years’
maintenance-free service
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